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Abstract
In most team-based ball sports, the ability to pass the ball is an important aspect of a
team's offense. While most teams understand that passing the ball well can create
valuable offensive opportunities and win games, many traditional teams still view
passing as an ambiguous art form. On the other hand, the advanced teams are using
data to make data-driven decisions about their passing. Specifically, the NBA has
collected a wealth of data over the past few decades, and teams are trying to transform
this data into valuable insights that can help them edge their competition. Using publicly
available data, I explored how the passing dynamics of teams compare across seasons
and teams, and created diagrams to better communicate the assist relationships
between teammates (see Appendix). This information has revealed interesting insights
regarding individual players, teams, and the greater league. Through this research, I
hope to help teams better understand the science of passing so they can make more
informed basketball decisions.

Thesis Supervisor: Anette Hosoi
Title: Associate Dean of Engineering, Neil and Jane Pappalardo Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
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Introduction
In recent years, many teams in the National Basketball Association (NBA) have adapted
an offense focused strategy. Teams are shooting more threes, playing at a faster pace,
and averaging a record number of points per game (Greenberg, 2019). The teams that
adapted to this style all have explosive offenses and have been very successful. So
what contributes to effective offense? Offense is influenced by many factors, including
distributing assists, drawing fouls, getting steals, etc. Successful teams are able to put
up high number of points, and one of the ways to accomplish that is by sharing the ball
a lot. Currently in basketball, assist is just a number in a stat table, like in Table 1. This
number awards a player one assist for passing the ball to another player who scores.
But passing is inherently a 2-way interaction where for every passer, there must be a
receiver, and the current metric fails to capture the complete relationship.

Table 1. Traditional Stat Table from NBA.com. The format of the assist metric fails to capture the complete
relationship between the passer and the receiver.

MIN PTS FGM FGA F.% 3PM 3PA 3P% FTM FTA FT% OREB DREB REB

SF 39 20 6 17 35.3 2 12 16.7 6 6 100

PE 41 17 6 12 50.0 3 6 50.0 2 2 100

.C 21 6 3 4 75.0 0 0 0.0 0 2 0.0

James Harden AG 39 38 13 29 44.8 6 17 35.3 6 8 75.0

PG 35 13 4 11 36.4 2 6 33.3 3 4 75.0 2

33 10 4 10 40.0 2 5 40.0 0 0 0.0 0

21 5 2 4 50.0 1 2 50.0 0 2 0.0 0

3 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0

2 3 1 2 50.0 1 2 50.0 0 0 0.0 0
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In other team-based ball sports, the ability to pass the ball is also an important aspect of
a team's offense. In soccer, players pass the ball a few hundred times, on average,
before scoring a goal; in football, less than 10 forward passes before a touchdown. Most
teams understand that passing the ball well can create valuable offensive opportunities
and ultimately win games. While some teams still view passing as an art form, the
advanced teams (Spurs, Rockets, Celtics) are using data to make data-driven decisions
about their passing (Alamar, 2018).
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Throughout the past few decades, the NBA community has accumulated a wealth of
data, and teams are hoping to find useful insights to help them edge their competition.
Using publicly available data, I created assist diagrams (see Appendix) to better
communicate the assist relationships between teammates and new metrics to quantify
the passing behaviors of individuals and teams. This information has revealed
interesting insights regarding individual players, teams, and the greater league. Through
this research, I hope to help teams better understand the assist so that they can make
better data-driven basketball decisions.
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Background

What is the NBA?
NBA, short for National Basketball Association, is a professional men basketball league
in North America, and the premier league worldwide. There are currently two
conferences, a total of 30 teams, with around 15 players per team. At the end of the
regular season, the top eight teams from each conference advance to the playoffs, and
one ultimate champion is decided at the end of the contest.

Which time period and teams will this project focus on?
I am going to focus on the 11 seasons from 2005 to 2011, and on the following 8 teams:
Houston Rockets, Golden State Warriors, Dallas Mavericks, San Antonio Spurs, Miami
Heat, Los Angeles Lakers, Boston Celtics, and Milwaukee Bucks. These teams are
interesting because they range from teams that are perennially successful (Spurs) to
teams that are perennially unsuccessful (Bucks) during this period.

What is an assist?
According to the NBA (NBA, n.d.),

an assist is a pass that directly leads to a basket. This can be a pass to the low
post that leads to a direct score, a long pass for a layup, a fast break pass to a
teammate for a layup, and/or a pass that results in an open perimeter shot for a
teammate. In basketball, an assist is awarded only if, in the judgement of the
statistician, the last player's pass contributed directly to a made basket. An assist
can be awarded for a basket scored after the ball has been dribbled if the
player's pass led to the field goal being made.

A great passer must have an understanding of his teammates' abilities,
outstanding ball-handling skills, court vision and the ability to see plays develop
before they occur.

Figure 1. Kyrie Irving passing the basketball. He is one of the current elite point guards.
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What is play-by-play?
The play-by-play data, as shown in Table 2, consists of detailed documentation of
actions throughout the four quarters in an NBA game. This information is useful for
understanding what happened during a game, because this text is simple yet detailed. It
records every significant action that caused a change of possession, like tip ball, foul
shot, free throws, the time stamp when the action happened, and the score at that time.
This information has been recorded since 2002 on the ESPN website and is open to the
public, offering a treasure trove of data to researchers. While there are alternatives like
watching tape, the play-by-play data is more refined because statisticians have already
watched the tape, annotated every play, and clearly defined each significant action.
Also, there is a lower barrier of entry to work with it because it is less computationally
intensive at scale.

Table 2.Sample play-by-play data. It clearly indicates the passer and the receiver in the assist action.

Quarter Time Remaining Actions Score
1 6:58 Russell Westbrook makes free throw 1 of 2 14 - 11
1 6:58 Russell westbrook makes free throw 2 of 2 15- 11
1 6:33 Larry Sanders misses 14-foot jumper 15-11
1 6:33 Kendrick Perkins defensive rebound 15-11
1 6:20 Russell Westbrook makes 25-foot three point jumper (Kevin Durant assists) 18 - 11
1 6:16 Bucks Full timeout 18-11
1 6:05 Ersan Ilyasova bad pass 18-11

As shown in Table 2, the play-by-play data clearly indicates the passer and the receiver
in the assist action. To offer an example, during the successful jumper attempt where he
scored, Russell Westbrook is the recipient of the pass and Kevin Durant is the passer.
This format remains consistent for all of the play-by-play data, which allows me to
program the computer to look for this specific pattern.

What is offensive rating?
Since assists can only happen during offensive possessions, I will focus on offensive
rating as an outcome. Created by statistician Dean Oliver (Oliver, 2004), offensive rating
is a metric that measures a team's offensive performance in basketball. This metric is
influenced by a number of factors, including field goals, assists, free throws, as well as
team offensive rebounds, etc. Since assists only impact the offense, offensive rating is a
better indicator for the impact of assists than win rate, which can be influenced by
defense as well.

What is roster continuity?
According to Basketball-Reference, "roster continuity is calculated as the % of a team's
regular season minutes that were filled by players from the previous season's roster"
(Basketball Reference, n.d.).
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Process and Methodology
This research follows eight teams through the regular season from 2005 to 2015. Since
regular seasons are 82 games long, with exception due to uncontrollable events like the
2011 NBA lockdown, I collected around 900 games worth of data for each team from
the ESPN website. To see the code for this project, please visit the Appendix.

Web Scraping
Since the ESPN website adheres to a very formulaic way to produce its web address,
specifically concatenating "http://scores.espn.com/nba/scoreboard/_/" and a date, in the
format of yyyymmdd (i.e. 20190507), I can access NBA games played on that date. I
wrote a python script to automate the process, which asks the user for the team and
year of interest. It looks through the NBA schedule to find the start and end date of the
regular season, outputs a web address, and the program begins scraping. The script
primarily uses libraries from pandas, selenium, BeautifulSoup.

The script creates the web address for the first day of the season for the given year,
goes there, and looks through the page in search of the team of interest. If the team of
interest didn't play that day, then it iterates to the next chronological day. If the team
was playing, then it searches for the button that leads to the play-by-play data, clicks on
it, and records the play-by-play data into a csv file. After that, the script iterates to the
next day and continues to search for the team of interest. It repeats this for the rest of
the season, and then moves on to the next season until it reaches the last one.

Even though I web scraped my data, there are challenges with implementation and
speed for this method of data collection. First, web scraping can be tricky to implement.
As opposed to an API where the owner of the data provides instructions for how to work
with the data, researchers who are web scraping are on their own. This creates a level
of uncertainty that the researcher can't control. As a result, I currently have a success
rate of around 85%. Second, the speed of web scraping can be slow. Web scraping
essentially establishes a line of connection between your computer and a server
somewhere else so they can communicate. My biggest challenge was realizing that
even though MIT has a strong network, the speed of my web scraping was limited by
the server speed which was outside of my control. The speed also depends on the type
of data you are scraping, and thankfully for me, I was only scraping text.

When I was collecting data, scraping a season of data, 82 games, took around one
hour. In total, scraping 11 seasons of game data for eight teams took me around 100
hours'. Since this script was not optimized for speed, this is an area of improvement for
the future.

Note: Since this web scraping research project was conducted for educational
purposes, it complies with Fair Use Copyright Law in the U.S. I want to acknowledge
ESPN for sharing this information online and making it free.
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Parsing
After web scraping, I needed to write another script to parse the data into a format that
is organized and simple to read. For this job, I used libraries from pandas and numpy.
First, I needed a data structure that can record the passing and receiving relationships
between players on a team. I decided to generate an N by N table, N being the number
of players. The rows represented passers, and columns represented receivers. As I
discover an assist activity between the passer and receiver, I would add a tally to the
corresponding entry in the table to mark the relationship. Table 3 represents a complete
table after parsing.

Table 3.N by N table to record the passing relationships between teammates on a team. The rows are passers and
the columns are receivers.

Ray Tony P.J. Sam Glen Kevin Eddie Kendrick Paul Scot James Leon Gabe Rajon Brian Total
Ray Allen 0 9 0 4 2 73 17 23 32 1 18 8 0 32 1 220
Tony Allen 7 0 1 0 10 14 17 4 6 1 18 19 1 3 6 107
P.J. Brown 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 8
Sam Cassell 5 0 3 0 5 7 6 0 1 0 4 3 0 0 0 34
Glen Davis 2 1 0 2 0 3 8 0 3 0 4 1 1 0 3 28
Kevin Garnett 29 14 0 4 9 0 23 40 57 3 12 7 0 39 1 238
Eddie House 30 16 2 2 17 16 0 3 16 0 20 23 0 0 4 149

Kendrick Perkir 8 2 0 2 1 26 3 0 24 0 1 3 0 12 0 82
Paul Pierce 60 14 2 0 11 105 26 38 0 4 31 18 1 42 2 354

Scot Pollard 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
James Posey 11 18 0 4 7 5 35 1 16 1 0 3 0 9 1 111

Leon Powe 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 2 0 15
Gabe Pruitt 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 7
Rajon Rondo 112 8 0 1 2 107 7 33 76 0 25 91 1 0 6 387
Brian Scalabrin 5 2 1 1 1 1 8 2 7 0 2 2 0 4 0 36

Since I am only interested in actions involving assists, I first parsed through the entire
play-by-play file and looked for lines with "assist". Then I went through each line and
looked for assist actions performed by players from the team of interest. Once I find a
relevant assist activity, then I record the information into the N by N table. Once I finish
parsing through all the games in a season, then I aggregate the information into a three-
column format where the first column is the passer, second is the receiver, and the third
is the total tally of assists from that passer to that receiver, as shown in Table 4. This
data and data structure provides the foundation for the rest of the work in this paper.
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Table 4. Three column table that condenses information from Table 3 to represent the passer, the receiver, and the
total number of assists from that passer to that receiver in a season. This data and data structure provides the
foundation for the rest of the work in this paper.

passer
Rajon Rondo
Rajon Rondo
Rajon Rondo
Rajon Rondo
Paul Pierce
Paul Pierce
Paul Pierce
Kevin Garnett
Kevin Garnett
Kevin Garnett
Kevin Garnett

receiver
Rajon Rondo
Paul Pierce
Kevin Garnett
Ray Allen
Rajon Rondo
Kevin Garnett
Ray Allen
Rajon Rondo
Paul Pierce
Ray Allen
Eddie House

Visualization
For inspiration, I researched across many different fields to learn about how they
represented 2-way relationships. In graph theory, directed graphs connect vertices with
edges to indicate direction association. And in comparative genomics (Krzywinski,
2009), researchers use Circos to display inter-relationships of complex genomes in a
circular format. These ideas are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. By
combining the two ideas, I can assign arc segment length to players to indicate
contribution, connect them with arrowed links to indicate passer and receiver
relationship, and vary the widths of the links to indicate the strength of their relationship.
And the chart was also conveniently a circle, just like a basketball.
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Figure 2. A directed graph from graph theory. Based on the information flow in this diagram, I was inspired to think
about how the basketball flows from one player to the next.

NIP 4 4

400

Figure 3.A circos diagram from genomics. I was inspired by how the creator was able to transform the emotionless
and lengthy DNA data into something engaging and fun. The circular shape also resembles a basketball.
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Before writing any lines of code, I prototyped this idea in Illustrator, as shown in Figure
4, and showed numerous basketball enthusiasts to ask for feedback.

Draymnond

Livingston McGee

Kay

Figure 4. Early prototype of the assist diagrams made in Illustrator. I used this to communicate my vision and ask for
early feedback.

After getting feedback from the initial prototype, I used the circlize library and the 3-
column assist data to generate a modified chord diagram in RStudio. I wanted the
design of the diagrams to be simple yet intuitive, so I created some design guidelines to
create some visual standards. The result of these guidelines culminates in Figure 5.

1. I ordered all players on a team based on total assist contribution. I highlighted the
top eight players and grouped everyone else into "Other". This is analogous to
how basketball teams have five starters and everyone else is grouped into the
bench. With this design, each diagram will feature nine sectors around the circle,
allowing viewers to better compare diagrams across seasons and teams.

2. I assigned players around the circle based on how many assists they gave away.
Starting from the 12 O'clock position, moving clockwise, the top eight assist
contributors are displayed from greatest to least. I also decided to put "Other" last
to create consistency when comparing across graphs.

16
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3. I chose a consistent diverging color theme to display each player. This theme
has 9 shades that transition from red to blue, which helps to distinguish each
player visually. And it's consistent across teams and seasons to provide visual
consistency.

4. I applied pointy links to connect passers with receivers. The blunt end of a link
points to the passer, and the pointy end points to the receiver.

5. I used the width of each links to represent quantitatively the intensity of the
passing relationship between the players. A wide link represents a high number
of assist between those two players.

700 800 0 10 Warriors

000

040 300 200

Figure 5. A sample assist diagram showing the 2016 Golden State Warriors. This illustrates the relationship that was
previously missing in traditional stat tables.

In total, I generated 88 assist diagrams, one for each of the 11 seasons for a total of 8
teams. This parsing process took around 30 minutes, much less than the time it
required for web scraping.

Here is a quick summary on how to read the graph:
1. Starting from the 12 O'clock position and moving clockwise, the top 8 assist

contributors are displayed from greatest to least; ending with contribution from
"Other", which represents everyone else on the team

2. The pointy end points to the receiver, and the blunt end of a link points to the
passer

3. The width of each links represents the strength of the passing relationship
between the players
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Analysis
Once I looked at a couple of assist diagrams across different seasons and teams, I
started noticing patterns. Some teams had a mix of both large and small sectors while
others had nine sectors of fairly equal sizes. Some teams had players that gave away a
lot of assist and took in very little while others had fairly similar distribution across the
entire team. In order to quantify these observations, I created the contribution and
out2in passing ratio metric to better compare these behaviors across teams.

First, the contribution metric represents the assists that players passed out and assists
they received. As shown in the contribution equation below, I calculated this by simply
adding outgoing and incoming assists. This metric allowed me to identify the top assist
contributors of a team, and from there, understand if a team's offense depended on a
small group of superstars or a large group of players who share the ball unselfishly.

contribution = outgoing assists + incoming assists

Secondly, the out2in passing ratio compares how often a player gives and receives
assists, which represents how versatile or specialized the player is on offense. As
shown in the out2in equation below, the difference between the player's outgoing and
incoming assists is divided by his contribution. To further explain the equation, the
difference describes whether if a player passes out more than he receives, and the
division by contribution allows for normalization across the team. This way, a starter and
a bench player who gives and receives a similar number of passes will be considered
similar, even though they get different amounts of playing time based on their roles.
This metric allows me to understand if a player specializes at passing, receiving, or
both. A positive number means the player is passing more, a negative number means
they are receiving more, and a number near zero means the player is good at both.

. outgoing - incoming assists
out2in = contribution

After obtaining these two metrics for each of the 9 sectors on the team (8 top players
plus "others"), I wanted to summarize the overall behavior of an entire team so I can
understand it as a whole and compare teams with each other. As a result, I calculated
the sample variances, which is the average of the squared deviations from the mean.
As shown in the variance equation below, xi represents the individual score of the
player, k represents the average score of all the players, and n represents the total
number of players on the team. While these variances are meaningless individually,
when plotted against the variance of the eight teams across the entire period of study,
then interesting insights begin to emerge.

variance - n 1

To contextualize contribution variance, Figure 6 shows that 2013 Bucks had a really
high contribution variance because the bench players contributed significantly (or their
starters weren't very good), while 2013 Spurs had a really low contribution variance
because many players equally contributed to passing the basketball. Bucks missed the
playoff that year while Spurs won the championship.
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Figure 6. Bar graph plotting contribution variance during 2013 for the 8 NBA teams in this study. The arrows
highlight the teams with the highest and lowest contribution variances, the Bucks and the Spurs respectively. This
result is supported by their respective assist diagrams, which illustrates their different contribution styles.
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As for out2in variance, Figure 7 shows that 2008 Heat had a really high out2in variance
because different players on the team specialized in different tasks, so some players
(Wade and Chalmers) focused on assisting their teammates and others focused on
scoring (Beasley and Richardson). While 2008 Lakers had a really low out2in variance
because most players on the team passed as much as they received (even Kobe was
sharing) and were versatile (Gasol and Odom).
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Figure 7. Bar graph plotting out2in variance during 2008 for the 8 NBA teams in this study. The arrows highlight
the teams with the highest and lowest out2in variances, the Heat and the Lakers respectively. This result is
supported by their respective assist diagrams, which illustrates their different out2in styles.



Results

Analyzing teams by Continuity
During the period of time from 2005 to 2015, most teams have made considerable
changes to their roster. This include teams that went on championship runs for
consecutive seasons and teams that were tanking to win a good draft pick. Historically,
championship teams don't happen overnight, and they usually take several years to
build. In order to understand how assists relates to winning teams, I used Table 5 to
search for periods when teams retained the majority (60%) of their roster for at least 3
consecutive seasons. This allows us to distinguish contention teams that were built over
time with teams that are in the process of building contention teams and are undergoing
major roster changes.

Table 5.A table showing the roster continuity of the 8 teams from 2005 to 2015 season. The colors range from red to
blue and represents the amount of change from the previous season. Dark red means the team went through a big
roster change and bright blue means the team retained most of its players.

Season
2015-16

2014-15

2013-14
2012-13
2011-12
2010-11
2009-10
2008-09
2007-08
2006-07
2005-06

BOS DAL GSW HOU LAL MIA MIL SAS

85% 55% 95% 85% 46%
50% 38%9Y 80% 48% 44%

59% 48% 71% 77% 43% 91% 24% 83%

53% 39% 52% 32% 49% 82% 79% 95%

65% 71% 47% 73% 79% 79% 58% 79%

76% 79% 53% 77% 85%45%
79% 63% 58% 64% 87% 78%

94% 91%

50% 75%

75% 77% 67% 75% 79% 92% 53% 84%

72% 82% 88% 54% 70% 49% 38%

Figure 8 plots contribution variance against out2in variance for the teams and years that
they met the consistency criteria. Most of the teams in the plot made the playoffs for
consecutive seasons and some even won the championships. The plot effectively splits
into four quadrants, each categorized by the varying level of contribution and out2in
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variance. As previously explained, high contribution variance describes teams with
superstars who dominate giving or receiving the assist, as opposed to teams that share
the responsibility as a team more evenly, which I label as "individual-oriented" and
"team-oriented", respectively. And high out2in variance describes teams with
specialized players who focusses on specific tasks like either assisting or scoring, as
opposed to teams with players who are more flexible and can do both equally, which I
label as "specialist" and "versatile", respectively.

Individuai-ofiented
60k + Celtics (2007-2011)

* Heat (2010-2013)
* Lakers (2005-2011)

50k 0 Mavericks (2005-2011)
- Rockets (2006-2011)

2: Rockets (2012-2015)

40k . Spurs (2005-2015)
a I* Warriors (2013-2015)

Versatile Specialist
o30k 4--- -

U20k ~__I. 1

10k

Tea m -o riented
0.05 0.1 0.15

Out2in.Variance_M
Figure 8. Error bar scatter plot of the contribution variance against the out2in variance of teams from 2005 to 2015.
Only teams that maintained the majority of their roster for at least three consecutive seasons qualify (with an
exception for 2012-2015 Rockets). The blue dash lines divide the plot into four regions, and categorizes teams as
versatile or specialist and team-oriented or individual-oriented.

There is some interesting observation from Figure 8:
1. Since the Spurs roster remained mostly consistent throughout the entire period of

study, they had the most number of seasons (11) represented on the graph.
They also always made the playoff and even won two championships. On the
other hand, the Bucks are not represented on this graph because they went
through significant roster changes most seasons, which may also explain why
they missed the playoffs 7 out of the 11 seasons. Meanwhile, most other teams
maintained a consistent roster for as short as four seasons and as long as seven.

2. Most teams cluster around two regions. In the specialist and individual region,
there are the Celtics, the Warriors, the Harden-led Rockets, the Heat, and the
Mavericks. In the versatile and team region, there are the Lakers and the Spurs.
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These clusters correspond to the dynamic of the specific teams, which will be
explored further later.

3. Even though the Harden-led Rockets went through a significant roster change
two years after he joined (2014), I am considering this Rockets team from 2012
to 2015 to be a different team. Harden was consistent with the team the whole
time and the team kept making the playoffs. As a result, the Rockets are
represented twice, one for the Ming and McGrady era and the other for the
Harden era.

Figure 9 shows an upward trend for offensive rating as out2in variance decreases. This
favors teams with more versatile players than specialists. Meanwhile, Figure 10 shows
an upward trend for offensive rating as contribution variance increases. This favors
teams with superstars that dominate the assist role. Combining the two pieces of
information, teams with low out2in variance and high contribution variance tend to
generate high offensive rating.

* Celtics (2007-2011)

114 9 Heat(2010-2013)
0 Lakers (2005-2011)
0 Mavericks (2005-2011)

112 Rockets (2006-2011)
Rockets (2012-2015)

* Spurs (2005-2015)

- Warriors (2013-2015)
110

C 108 j

0

106

104

0.05 0.1 0.15

Out2in.Variance_M
Figure 9.Error bar scatter plot of the offensive rating against the out2in variance of teams from 2005 to 2015. Only
teams that maintained the majority of their roster for at least three consecutive seasons qualify (with an exception for
2012-2015 Rockets). The blue dash line outlines the general trend of the plot, showing that offensive rating seems to
increase as out2in variance decrease.
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Figure 10.Error bar scatter plot of the offensive rating against the contribution variance of teams from 2005 to 2015.
Only teams that maintained the majority of their roster for at least three consecutive seasons qualify (with an
exception for 2012-2015 Rockets). The blue dash line outlines the general trend of the plot, showing that offensive
rating seems to increase as contribution variance increase.
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Houston Rockets
Rockets had a lot of ups and downs during this time period. From 2005 to 2008, the
Rockets led by Tracy McGrady and Yao Ming made the playoffs every season, but did
not have much success past the first round. After missing consecutive playoffs from
2009 to 2011, the Rockets replaced over 60% of their roster before the 2012 season
and acquired many new faces, most importantly James Harden and coach Mike
D'Antoni. Since the major roster overhaul, Rockets have evolved into a competitive
team that is high scoring and fast paced (Bontemps, 2017), making the playoffs every
season.

According to the Rocket's assist diagrams since 2008, the top distributor role of those
seasons keep switching between different players. This explains why the Rockets
acquired several point guards during those years and did not keep them around for
long. This changed in 2012 when James Harden joined the team. As a rising superstar,
he quickly became the leading distributor and maintained this position every season. He
even grew his contribution over time. Harden's arrival to Houston reflects on the
growing trend of superstar driven teams around the NBA (Florida, 2012). In fact, all of
the successful teams in this study had at least one superstar in their roster during their
championship run.

As shown in Figure 11, Harden passes diversely to his teammates all over the floor,
including centers like Clint Capela and Montrezl Harrell, as well as three point shooters
like Trevor Ariza and Ryan Anderson. This observation shows that Harden is an
extremely versatile passer and impacts many different players significantly. The 2016
diagram also shows that Harden received much fewer assists than the number he
handed out. This makes sense because Harden is an extremely skilled offensive player
and he often creates his own shots through isolation plays.
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Figure 11.Assist diagram of the 2016 Rockets. In James Harden's fifth year with the team, he increased his assist
contribution over time and won the regular season MVP award a year later.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show an increase in the Rocket's total assist and contribution
variance over time. Harden deserves a lot of credit because ever since his arrival, he
has led his team in assists and contribution. Most importantly, the Rockets started
winning basketball games, and went as far as the Western Conference Final in 2014.

As shown in Figure 8, the Rockets went through two distinct eras during this period.
While both teams maintained specialists with a similarly high out2in variance, the
Harden team became more individualistic than the Ming and McGrady team and
recorded a higher contribution variance. This becomes clear when we go through the
Rockets assist diagrams over time. Before 2012, the assist contributions of the team
were more evenly distributed among all players without anyone player significantly
dominating the diagrams. After 2012, Harden single-handedly skewed the assist
distribution.
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Figure 13.A scatter plot graphing Rocket's contribution variance over time. There seems to be an upward trend, but
Rocket's numbers were relatively low compared to the league during the Harden era.

2 Since 2011 was the lockout season in the NBA, there were only 66 games in the
regular season. It is normal to see a drop from the normal values in these time
dependent graphs because the teams played fewer games.
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Figure 12 and Figure 13, especially during the James Harden Era, show that Rocket's
contribution variance and total assists are lower than the rest of the league. The lower
contribution variance can be explained by how the team doesn't have any dominant
passers other than Harden, and the lower total assist is likely made possible by players
who can score in isolation, namely James Harden. Even though the Rockets are
underperforming in the two metrics that seem to help other teams succeed on offense,
surprisingly, the Rockets are recording higher offensive ratings than any other teams, as
shown in Figure 14. How is this possible?
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Figure 14.A scatter plot graphing Rocket's offensive rating over time. There is a huge increase starting 2014 that set it
apart from the rest of the league, despite the lower total assists and contribution variance.

The answer lies in more efficient shot selection that is validated by data. Daryl Morey,
Rockets' General Manager, deserves credit for the unique success of the Rockets.
Through the collection and analysis of data, he discovered that three point shots are the
most cost effective shot. More specifically, corner threes are best because they are
closest to the basket (HBS, 2018). His insights have influenced the Rockets to break the
three-point shot record for consecutive seasons and their results have inspired the rest
of the league. Now, many teams around the NBA are following a similar offensive
strategy and overall scoring has rocketed to 113.4 points per game, highest output
since the early 1970s (Greenberg, 2019).
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Golden State Warriors
The Warriors are the most recent dynasty in this study. Leading up to 2013, when they
finally stopped changing the majority of their roster, the team had been quietly building a
championship team. They drafted Stephen Curry in 2009, Klay Thompson in 2011, then
Harrison Barnes and Draymond Green in 2012, and then acquired Andre Iguodala in
2013, Steve Kerr and Shaun Livingston in 2014... and the rest is history. They won the
championship in 2014, returned to the Finals in 2015, won again in 2016 and 2017, and
recently made it to the Western Conference Finals.

As shown in Figure 8, this team recorded the highest contribution variance and an
above average out2in variance, earning it a spot in the "specialist and individual-
oriented" region. The contribution variance was mostly dominated by several star
players like Curry and Green while bench players contributed minimally. And the out2in
variance was likely skewed by specialist players like Klay Thompson who primarily
catches and shoots. Despite their placement in the individual-oriented region, the team
actually evolved to become more team-oriented over time, as shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 16.

/
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0

Figure 15.Assist diagram of the 2013 Warriors. Stephen Curty claims the top distributor spot during his fifth year with
the team.
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Figure 16.Assist diagram of the 2016 Warriors. Draymond Green took over Curry's top distributor spot, but overall,
the team is passing more evenly.

During the championship era from 2013 to 2016, Steph Curry and Draymond Green led
the team in assist distribution. But each season, their contribution decreased from the
previous one. This is surprising because as shown in Figure 17, we know that the
Warriors actually recorded an increasing number of assists during this time. This must
mean that other players on the team are stepping up and sharing the basketball more.
This ultimately helped to lighten the responsibilities of the core players, so they can
focus on other tasks, like Steph shooting more threes and Green going into the paint.

Their strategy to lighten the assist distribution from their primary offensive players seem
to have worked. As shown in Figure 18, the offensive rating for Warriors during 2014
and 2015 exploded from the league average.
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Figure 1 7.A scatter plot graphing total assists over time for the Warriors. During the championship run starting 2014,
there's a clear spike in number of assists compared to the rest of the league.
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Figure 18.A scatter plot graphing offensive rating over time for the Warriors. During the championship era, their
offensive rating spiked way above the league average.
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Dallas Mavericks
Dallas Mavericks entered this period falling short in the 2005 Finals against Miami Heat.
They would continue to fall short for the next four seasons. But along the way, they
made key additions to the team to better support superstar Dirk Nowitzki. In 2010, they
made it to the Finals to face Miami again, and this time, they came out victorious.

Up till 2010, the team brought on new players to support Nowitzki, most notably Jason
Terry (2004), Jason Kidd (2007), and Tyson Chandler (2010). Figure 19 shows the
gradual increase in assists which corresponds to the team's playoff run, and the gradual
decline in assist which corresponds to their post-championship struggles.
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Figure 19. Scatter plot of total assist over time for the Mavericks from 2005 to 2015. The rising trend follows their
championship run and the declining trend follows their post-championship struggles.

As new players joined the Mavericks, the team developed new styles of play. During
2006, as shown in Figure 20, Terry was the top assist distributor of the team and he
passed mostly to Nowitzki. Then starting 2007, as shown in Figure 21, Kidd joined the
team and immediately took over the top distributor role. He also got Nowitzki more
involved in the distribution role and moved Terry down to the third spot. By 2008, as
shown in Figure 22, Kidd had more than doubled his assist contribution from the year
before and owned a significant portion of the team's assist diagram. The assist
diagrams of this Mavericks team would remain the same for the next three season,
creating the championship passing template for their team in 2010.
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Figure 20.Assist diagram of the 2006 Mavericks. Jason Terry leads the team in assist contribution.
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Figure 21.Assist diagram of the 2007 Mavericks. Jason Kidd joins the team and immediately leads the team in assist
contribution.
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Mavericks 2008
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Figure 22.Assist diagram of the 2008 Mavericks. Jason Kidd leads the team in assist contribution again, but this time,
he more than doubled his previous contribution. He would continue this level of contribution for 3 more seasons.

Figure 8 shows that the Mavericks scored an average contribution variance and out2in
variance, placing it near the center just like Miami Heat during the "Big 3" era, who it
battled in the Finals. At the same time, Figure 9 shows that the offensive rating of the
Mavericks was relatively high during their championship run from 2005 to 2010, also
comparable to that of the Heat and other Western conference competitors like Lakers
and Spurs. Since the Mavericks and the Heat were so similar in passing style, this can
explain why the two teams battled neck to neck during their meetings with each other.
During 2010, the Mavericks won both of their regular season meetings, and took 4 more
victories during the Finals, while the Heat only managed 2 victories.

However, after winning the championship in 2010, the Mavericks began to struggle.
During the 2011 season, the dominant passing role of Kidd scaled down significantly,
Nowitzki recorded his lowest numbers in a decade, and the front office made some
trades that didn't work out. Specifically, the team lost important role players (Tyson
Chandler, Caron Butler, JJ Barea) because the front office didn't want to pay them
more. During 2012, the Mavericks changed 60% of its roster, including Kidd and Terry
leaving due to free agency. As shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, the team quickly
became unrecognizable from its 2010 championship form. To make matter worst,
Nowitzki missed 29 games due to injury. They eventually missed playoffs that season
(Musso, 2017).
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Figure 23.Assist diagram of the 2011 Mavericks. Despite winning the championship the year before, the team lost
several role players, saw Nowitzki miss 20 games due to injury, and ultimately failed to meet the expectations for a
championship team.
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Figure 24.Assist diagram of the 2012 Mavericks. With the departure of more players from the championship team, the
new team looked and performed very differently.

In retrospect, winning the championship in 2010 also marked the beginning of the
decline. While some factors like injuries were difficult to control, other factors like the
changes in the roster may have played a role. When Kidd and Terry left, their
contributions to the team were not appropriately replaced, and this is evident because
the new assist diagrams looked drastically different, and the team continued to change
more than half of their roster for the next three seasons. When all is said and done, the
new team looks and plays nothing like the 2010 Mavericks team. When making trades
in the future, the front office may want to consider looking at the assist diagrams of its
own team to better understand the void left by the departing player. With this
information, they can analyze the assist diagrams of potential candidates and gauge if
they are good fits.
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San Antonio Spurs
As a team that was consistently successful during the period from 2005 to 2015, Spurs
reached the playoffs every season and won the championship twice. During this period,
Spurs placed a strong emphasis on continuity. The organization employed the same
coach (Greg Popovich), retained the same core players (Tim Duncan, Tony Parker, and
Manu Ginobli), and maintained the majority of their roster each season, as shown in
Table 5. Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the power of their roster continuity. During this
period, the Spurs "Big 3" consistently remained the top three assist contributors for the
team. During the eight-year period from 2005 to 2013, it is surprising that the "Big 3"
consistently maintained the same roles on the same team, especially since star players
are constantly changing teams in today's league (Ziller, 2018). The front office deserves
credit for transitioning the "Big 3" into role players over time and keeping them on the
team. Meanwhile, the front office also recruited young talents like Kawhi Leonard,
Danny Green, Patty Mills, and LaMarcus Aldridge to rejuvenate the team. This Spurs
team represents one of the longest and most consistent dynasty in modern NBA.
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Figure 25. Assist diagram of the 2005 Spurs. Tony Parker leads the team with the most number of assists given,
while Tim Duncan and Manu Ginobili occupy the second and third spot, respectively. They would maintain this level
of contribution for the next decade.
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Figure 26.Assist diagram of the 2013 Spurs. Eight years later, Tony Parker, Manu Ginobili and Tim Duncan continue
to lead the team. The longevity of the "Big 3" is a big reason for the Spurs' success during this period.

As shown in Figure 8, Spurs recorded low contribution variance and out2in variance,
which describes their players as versatile and team-oriented. Under Popovich, Spurs
players shared the basketball a lot and don't rely on any dominant passer. Spurs
players are able to both pass the ball to the open man and score the ball upon receiving
the pass. One explanation is that since Spurs has established a strong passing culture
and maintained enough experienced players, they can more easily teach the new
players about the established Spurs system. Whereas if an established superstar came
to Spurs, he may demand to play his own way and create conflict with the existing
system (Aschburner, 2016).

As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, relative to the other 8 teams in the study, Spurs
doesn't have the best offensive rating, yet they are still winning games. It is because
they led the league in defensive rating during this period.
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Miami Heat
The Miami Heat saw many extremes during this period. Right before 2005, the Heat
notably drafted Dwayne Wade and acquired Shaquille O'Neal, while also building a
supporting cast around those two superstars. By 2005, the Heat beat the Mavericks
during the Finals and became world champions. After this success, the Heat
surprisingly lost the next three first round playoff series and even missed the playoff one
season. In 2010, the Heat assembled its "Big 3" consisting of LeBron James (best
player from Cleveland Cavaliers), Dwayne Wade, and Chris Bosh (best player from
Toronto Raptors).

Up till 2010, the Heat was unquestionably Wade's team, as shown in Figure 27. Wade
was the best player on the team and he won the Finals MVP back in 2005. However,
after 2005, the Heat underperformed due to injuries, trades, and insufficient talent to
compete. During the offseason of 2010, the Heat acquired LeBron James, who
immediately became the number one facilitator in Miami and moved Wade down to
number two, as shown in Figure 28. The assembly of the "Big 3" in Miami was
controversial at this time because the world did not know what to expect from joining
these three superstars at their prime. As history would show, Wade eventually took a
lesser role to support James, and allowed James to take over the team. They would
make it to the Finals for four consecutive seasons and win two championships
(Girolamo, 2018).
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Figure 27.Assist diagram of the 2009 Heat. As the leader of the team for the past several years, Dwayne Wade leads
the team in assist distributed.
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Figure 28.Assist diagram of the 2010 Heat. As the "Big 3" assemble in Miami, LeBron James immediately takes over
the top distributor role and bumps Wade to second position.

According to Figure 8, the Heat was fairly close to the center of the graph, with an
average contribution variance and out2in variance compared to the rest of the teams.
This made sense because during this time, the Heat had a really diverse roster. While
the "Big 3" were great 2 way players, the team also hired three point specialists like
Mike Miller and Ray Allen, and dedicated ball handlers like Mario Chalmers and Norris
Cole. These role players helped alleviate the responsibility of the "Big 3", and in doing
so, balanced out the variance scores of the team.

As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, the Heat earned a relatively high offensive rating,
second only to the rating of the Warriors during their championship run. During the "Big
3" era, coach Erik Spoelstra implemented an offense that he coined "Pace and Space"
to leverage the offensive talents of his superstars. "By keeping traditional, loafing big
men out of the paint and instead keeping personnel on the floor who can knock down
threes, he forces the defense to spread itself too thin to clog the interior. With defenders
who must stay home on shooters, the already otherworldly talents of LeBron James and
Dwyane Wade are magnified all the more" (Wade, 2013). This proved to be successful
because the team was very effective offensively.
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Los Angeles Lakers
The Lakers began this period missing the playoffs in 2005 and failing to make it past
first round in 2006. In 2007, the Lakers acquired role players like Derek Fisher and Pau
Gasol, and together with Kobe Bryant, they made their way to the Finals. Even though
they lost that year, they would return to the Finals the next two seasons and win the
championship in 2008 and 2009 seasons.

Kobe Bryant is the superstar of this team during this period, and he is often not known
for his passing (Feldman, 2013). However, the Lakers assist diagrams show that he is
Laker's most prolific passer during this time. From 2006 to 2012, Kobe took the top
distributor role on the team, as shown in Figure 29. It also emphasizes the strong
relationship between Bryant and Odom, Fisher, and Gasol on the floor.
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Figure 29.Assist diagram of the 2009 Lakers. Kobe Bryant leads the team in assists and dishes out as many assists
than as he receives.

As shown in Figure 8, Lakers recorded the lowest out2in variance and a relatively low
contribution variance, which earned them a spot in the versatile and team-oriented
region. The only other team that occupied this region during the Lakers era from 2005 to
2011 is the Spurs. The two teams were closely competitive with each other, splitting
their 25 regular season meetings into 12 wins for Lakers and 13 for Spurs. They only
met once in the post season, during 2008 Conference Finals, and the Lakers decisively
won that series 4-1. As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, Lakers also had a relatively
high offensive rating during this period, slightly higher than that of its western rivals like
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the Spurs and the Mavericks, and much higher than its eastern rival, the Celtics.
However, these teams competed closely because they also played exceptional defense
during this period.

After 2011, the team went through several major roster overhauls, as shown in Table 5.
Despite these roster changes, the Lakers kept Bryant on the team for four more
seasons. This was controversial because Bryant was clearly aging and some players
didn't want to play with him because of his powerful character (ESPN, 2014). The team
missed the playoffs for the next three season and Kobe finally retired at the end of the
2015 season.
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Boston Celtics
The Celtics started this period with a lot of talent. Having drafted Paul Pierce back in
1998 and hired Doc Rivers as the head coach in 2004, the Celtics drafted Rajon Rondo
in 2006 and acquired Kevin Garnett and Ray Allen in 2007. The assembly of Boston's
"Big 3" brought home the championship their first year and they remained competitive
for the next four seasons.

Although Rondo is usually not considered one of the "Big 3", the Celtics assist diagrams
show otherwise (Figure 30 illustrates Rondo's immense contribution to the team). After
taking over the top distributor for the team during the championship year, only his
second year in the league, he would maintain this role in the team until 2013. By taking
this role, not only did he create opportunities for his teammates to score, but he also
allowed them more freedom to specialize.

5000 10 -00 Celtics
T2009

NitO

Figure 30.Assist diagram of the 2009 Celtics. Rajon Rondo dominated the Celtics' assist diagrams and he will
continue to do so for the next couple of years.

Figure 8 shows the Celtics in the specialist and individual-oriented region with the
highest out2in variance and the second highest contribution variance (second only to
the Warriors during their championship era). Since Rondo is such a prolific passer and
the team relies on him to distribute the basketball, he single-handedly skews the team's
contribution variance. And since the Celtics have several players with highly specialized
talents, including Rondo for passing, Allen for shooting threes, Garnett for the paint,
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these players highly skew the out2in variance. Compared to the Spurs, the Celtics
played a very different offensive style, and this is visible in Figure 8 because they are in
opposing quadrants. Although the teams never met in the Finals, during their regular
season meetings from 2007 to 2011, the Celtics took six of the victories and left the
Spurs with three. The Celtics would have been very deadly had they extended their era
longer.

2013 marked the end of the championship era as the "Big 3" effectively disbanded along
with Doc Rivers. As shown in Table 5, the Celtics underwent several major roster
overhauls.
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Milwaukee Bucks
The Milwaukee Bucks were the least successful team amongst those in this study.
During this period of time, the Bucks missed the playoffs seven times, never made it
past the first round when they did make playoffs, and underwent five major roster
overhauls. The team was usually unrecognizable from the previous one because of the
significant number of new players on the team each season. The fickle nature of the
roster was not conducive to the growth of the team (Newholm, 2019). In fact, the team
changed its roster so frequently that it was the only team not represented in Figure 8.
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Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, I collected publicly available data and analyzed it to better communicate
the assist relationships between teammates. I accomplished this by scraping play-by-
play data from the ESPN website, visualizing the relationships with the assist diagrams,
and creating new metrics to quantify the passing behaviors of individuals, teams, and
the greater league.

From the results, I learned that to increase offensive rating, teams can increase their
contribution variance and decrease out2in variance. In other words, to improve
offensive rating from a roster standpoint, teams can acquire superstars to either
dominate giving or receiving the assist (like the 2013-2015 Warriors), who can also
equally pass and score the ball (like the Spurs).

This research is important because by better communicating the insights behind the
assist metric, huge amounts of data can become accessible to coaches and players in a
compact and easy to digest form. In today's data driven world, those who can
understand the data can gain a competitive edge in making better informed decisions.
However, people can easily get overwhelmed by too much data and this doesn't have to
be the case. With the right intent, hard data from stat tables can transform into
insightful, simple, and colorful stories, and ultimately complement the stat tables by
bringing context to the numbers. By transforming numerical assists into colorful
diagrams, this information becomes more accessible to people interested in better
understanding assist behaviors of teams in the NBA. This may include players,
coaches, analysts, and the front office.

This research focusses on offense, which is only one aspect of winning a basketball
game. In reality, defense is also important, as shown by several teams with low
offensive ratings but good winning records, like the Celtics during their championship
runs. This research also focusses on assists, but the idea of visualizing a huge amount
of data to better tell its story applies to many metrics in basketball, and across different
sports.

Next, there are a lot more exciting tasks to do, including:
1. Expand the scope of the study to cover all 30 teams and more years. This allows

us to collect more data points and determine if the greater dataset supports the
relationships discovered in this paper.

2. Dive deeper into assists and study where assists happened, passes that lead to
assists, "assist-worthy" passes that lead to free throws, quality of assist to
differentiate ones that lead to open dunks as opposed to contested jumpers, etc.

3. Improve the data collection process by optimizing the web scraping code for
speed and accuracy.
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Appendix

Code Documentation
I uploaded the code for web scraping, parsing, visualization, and analysis to Github. If
you are interested in the code, please visit https://github.com/weixunhel 8/NBA-assist-
thesis.

Collection of Assist Diagrams
This is a collection of assist diagrams for all eight teams from 2005 to 2015. For high
resolution images, please visit https://www.weixunhe.com/nba-thesis
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